Chun Yu Jiang

Mr. Chunyu Jiang is Board Director, Chairman of Labor Union at CEFC China Energy Company Limited. He is also Director of CEFC Hong Kong Non-Governmental Fund Committee International Center and Deputy Director of Shanghai Energy Security Research Center. Since being the Chairman of Labor Union, Mr. Chunyu Jiang developed harmonious labor relations as the main line, directed labor union to make "Assistance management method".

By his effort, CEFC successfully won many awards, such as “Xuhui district, Shanghai from 2011 to 2012 top ten harmonious enterprise”, “Worker satisfaction enterprise in Shanghai with harmonious labor relations in 2013”, “Employee satisfaction harmonious enterprise in 2014” and so on. He also committed to CEFC charity, donated to the disaster areas, launched "fluorescent teaching" project to improve teaching conditions in northwest areas such as Gansu. CEFC continuously won “The top ten of Chinese charitable enterprises”, “Corporate Social Responsibility Award of Chinese public welfare brand”, “Chinese annual model of public projects” and so on.

Connect with Chun Yu at MGGLB – India!
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